The Journal of Southern Religion (jsreligion.org) and MAVCOR Journal (published by the Center for the Study of Material and Visual Cultures of Religion - mavcor.yale.edu) are pleased to announce a call for submissions to a joint issue titled “Material and Visual Cultures of Religion in the American South.”

We are interested in submissions in a range of formats: original scholarly articles, review essays, photo essays, interviews with southern religious artists and/or religious professionals, object narratives, or retrospectives of previously published work (one’s own or others’; books or films). Both journals enable submissions containing rich digital materials of various sorts and we highly encourage inclusion of visual, audio, video, and other types of media.

Please direct submissions and inquiries to both Journal of Southern Religion associate editor Emily Suzanne Clark (clarke2@gonzaga.edu) and MAVCOR Journal editor and curator Emily Floyd (emily.floyd@yale.edu). We wish to receive final submissions for peer review no later than April 1, 2018.
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